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More archival stuff: Fredrick Töben banners -

Töben, Fredrick
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See banners: Holohoax Faurisson, Robert Rudolf, Germar Zundel, Ernst

http://www.whale.to/c/toben_banners.html

March 30, 2014

Holocaust Denier Fredrick Töben
and changes to Racial Discrimination Act in Australia
Filed under: Germany, Holocaust Tags: Australian Holocaust denial laws, blue stains, Fredrick Töben, Zyklon-B furtherglory @ 11:05 am
Under a proposed new law in Australia, Holocaust Denier
homicidal gas chamber should not have heavy blue
Fredrick Töben, a citizen of Australia, could not be
stains.
prosecuted for “Holocaust Denial,” according to a news
article,
which
you
can
read
at
http://www.jewishnews.net.au/newlegislationdeeplyflawed/3449
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Fredrick Töben has the title “Holocaust Denier” because,
many years ago, he went to the Auschwitz-Birkenau
death camp, and actually descended into the Krema II
gas chamber, which is 5 feet underground. What was he
thinking!!!
Fredrick Töben inspects a wall inside the Krema II gas
chamber

Fredrick Töben descending into the Krema II gas
chamber at Auschwitz-Birkenau

Notice that he is wearing a suit and tie. Töben is
obviously trying to be respectful as he descends into the
“Holy of Holies,” as the Krema II gas chamber was called
by Robert Jan van Pelt.
In the photo above, Töben has his hand on a wall inside
the Krema II gas chamber, as he points out that there
are no blue stains, caused by Zyklon-B gas, inside the
Krema II gas chamber.
According to Germar Rudolf, who is an expert on these
matters, the walls of a homicidal gas chamber should
have heavy blue stains. But what does he know?
The Holocaustians say that it takes more Zyklon-B gas to
kill lice than it does to kill humans, so the walls of the

Germar Rudolf inside Krema II, taking samples from the
wall of the alleged gas chamber

Germar Rudolf inspecting blue stains on the outside wall
of a disinfection building at Auschwitz-Birkenau
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The photo above shows the OUTSIDE wall of a building at
new provision against racial ‘vilification’ will be
Auschwitz-Birkenau, which was used for disinfecting the
introduced.
clothing of the prisoners. Zyklon-B causes heavy blue
So who is Fredrick Töben? The following quote is from
stains, but only when it is used to kill lice, according to
Wikipedia:
the Holocaustians. I blogged about this locked building,
In 1994 he established the Adelaide Institute, which he
which the Auschwitz Museum will not let tourists see, at:
directed until 2009. Töben and his associates at the
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2011/10/28/whatAdelaide Institute have denied “being Holocaust deniers”
tour-guides-at-auschwitz-birkenau-wont-show-you/
in interviews conducted by Australian media, claiming
So what does this have to do with anything?
they cannot deny that which never happened.[12]
Currently, Fredrick Töben is in the news, as the
On 10 October 2000, the Australian Human Rights and
Australians
grapple
with
the
laws
of
“racial
Equal Opportunity Commission ruled that the Adelaide
discrimination.” You can read about it in this news
Institute should remove website material the Commission
article:
considered racial hate speech. On 17 September 2002,
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/breakfast
the Federal Court of Australia affirmed on appeal the
/legal-expert-weighs-in-debate-anti-discriminationapplication of Australian anti-racial hatred laws against
debate/5345922
speech on Töben’s website. It did not, however, force
This quote is from the website, cited above:
Töben to apologise. The ruling in Toben v Jones (2003)
Attorney General George Brandis and Deputy Opposition
129 FCR 515, was one of the first applications of
Leader Tanya Plibersek have clashed over whether
Australian anti-racial hatred laws to speech against
holocaust deniers will benefit from government’s
religious groups.[13][14][15]
proposed changes to anti-discrimination laws.
[…]
Mr Brandis and Ms Plibersek both cited the case of
In 1998 Töben was imprisoned for nine months at
Holocaust denier Frederick Toben, who was
Mannheim
Prison
for
breaching
Germany’s
ordered by the Federal Court to remove material
Holocaust Law, Section 130, that prohibits anyone
from his website in 2008.
from “defaming the dead”.[16]
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/03/30/holoca
Mr Brandis defended the government’s decision to amend
ust-denier-fredrick-toben-and-changes-to-racialsection 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act by removing
discrimination-act-in-australia/
the words, to ‘offend, insult or humiliate’. Under the
changes, the term ‘intimidate’ would be retained and a
___________________________________________________________________________

Eight years ago Australian 'Holocaust denier ' arrested at Heathrow
claims he is victim of witch-hunt
By JAMES SLACK FOR THE DAILY MAIL - UPDATED: 02:04
EST, 3 October 2008

Holocaust denier Dr Frederick Toben, who was arrested at
Heathrow airport

A leading holocaust denier who runs a website insisting
the Nazis did not murder millions of Jews will face an
extradition hearing tomorrow after being arrested as he
flew into Britain.
Dr Fredrick Toben was seized at Heathrow at the request
of the German authorities for publishing 'anti-Semitic
and/or revisionist' material between 2000 and 2004.
Dr Toben - who claims to be facing a 'witch-trial' - has
committed no crime in Britain, where Holocaust denial is
not an offence.
But, under the terms of a European Arrest Warrant
designed to fast-track extraditions, the Australian citizen
can be held in the UK pending possible deportation to
Germany - where he faces five years in prison.

Crown Prosecution Service lawyers will appear at City of
Westminster Magistrates' Court tomorrow to make a case
on behalf of the German authorities that Dr Toben should
be removed.
Appearing in court shortly after he was arrested at
Heathrow on Wednesday, Dr Toben, 64, claimed the
'Germans are out to get me', and said he was the victim of 'legal
persecution'.
Dr Toben said: 'It’s a witch-trial mentality in Germany
concerning this matter, which is not the case in England yet.
'You should let me go because this is persecution and you
should not demean the court by accepting this application from
[the German court]. 'The whole procedure is an abuse of
process. I see this matter as a legal ambush. You would be
subjecting me to a legal process you cannot defend yourself
against.'
The charges against Dr Toben relate to material published
between 2000 and 2004. He was arrested in transit from
America to Dubai, the court was told.
Tina Whybraw, speaking on behalf of the German authorities,
said that he was accused of committing the offences in
Australia, Germany and other countries.
Opposing bail, she said: 'It is our assertion that this man would
fail to surrender if you were to grant him bail.'
She said that, when police boarded the aircraft, Dr Toben had
moved seats 'to avoid detection' and told officers 'you can’t
arrest me on British soil'. [Not true – Toben changed a double
seat for a centre 4-seater so he could sleep on the flight. – ed
AI]
The German-born historian is the founder and director of the
Adelaide Institute, a Holocaust denial group.
In a disclaimer on his website, he writes: 'If you wish to begin to
doubt the Holocaust-Shoah narrative, you must be prepared for
personal sacrifice, must be prepared for marriage and family
break-up, loss of career, and go to prison.'
He spent seven months in a German prison in 1999 awaiting
trial for charges under Holocaust law, which forbids incitement
and 'insulting the memory of the dead'.
After being found guilty and sentenced to ten months’ jail, he
was released a day later when a supporter posted bail, and fled
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the country. [Toben did not flee from Germany because the
appeal against the sentence, of which he served seven months,
had been set, which was stayed by Justice Meinertzhagen. – ed
AI]
Dr Toben also faces jail in Australia for breaching a Federal
Court order in 2002 to remove material that it found 'vilified
Jewish people'.
In August, he denied 28 charges of contempt of court brought
by the Council of Australian Jewry, which claimed that the
website still contained 'virulent anti-Semitic' material including

that there were no homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz and
that the Holocaust was 'the world’s filthiest blood libel'.
The European Arrest Warrant, which came into force in 2004,
abolished the principle of 'dual criminality' that existed under old
extradition laws.
This allowed people to be extradited for something that is not a
crime here, as long as it is a criminal offence in the country
requesting removal.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article1065958/Austr
alian-Holocaust-denier-arrested-Heathrow-claims-victimwitch-hunt.html

English National Opera (ENO)
Tristan and Isolde review – musically fine but a confused and illogical staging
3/5stars
Coliseum, London
Daniel Kramer’s new production offers few insights into Wagner’s drama. Anish Kapoor’s sets –
although striking – don’t help
Andrew Clements
Saturday 11 June 2016 00.42 AESTLast modified on Saturday 11 June 201600.43 AEST
In English National Opera’s new Tristan and Isolde the
company’s buoyant past confronts its increasingly
uncertain future. Edward Gardner, who stepped down as
music director a year ago, returns to conduct,
while Daniel Kramer, announced in April as the next
artistic director at the Coliseum, takes charge of the
staging.
Musically, at least, much of the evening is very fine. I
doubt there is another tenor around today who could
sing the role of Tristan in English (Andrew Porter’s
translation) with anything like the authority, sustained
beauty of tone and intensity that Stuart Skelton brings to
it here, while both Karen Cargill’s compassionate
Brangäne and Matthew Rose’s smoothly sonorous King
Mark match Skelton for vocal presence.

obvious insights into Wagner’s drama. Certainly Anish
Kapoor’s designs don’t help matters. In the first act, the
space is divided into three segments with no heed paid to
the audience’s sight lines, while much of the action is
confined to the front edge of the stage in the other two,
though the moon-like object that opens to reveal a
beautifully lit grotto for the lovers in the second act is
certainly striking.

Skelton brings authority, sustained beauty of tone and
intensity to the role of Tristan
Heidi Melton (Isolde) and Stuart Skelton
Photograph: Tristram Kenton for the Guardian

Heidi Melton (Isolde), Karen Cargill (Brangane) and
Stuart Skelton (Tristan) in Tristan and Isolde by Richard
Wagner @ London Coliseum. An English National Opera
production. Directed by Daniel Kramer. Conductor,
Edward Gardner. Photograph: Tristram Kenton for the
Guardian

As Isolde, Heidi Melton began very well, too – the fury of
her tirade against Tristan seemed plausibly real. But on
the first night she ran out out of steam rather worryingly
towards the end of the love duet, and even the final
Liebestod
was
tremulous,
almost
toneless Sprechgesang at
times,
not
climactic
or
valedictory in anyway. Gardner’s conducting comes and
goes a bit as well, sometimes too measured and careful,
so that the dramatic pulse (always slow in this opera) is
almost fatally weakened, but sometimes genuinely
thrilling; those peaks and troughs might well be evened
out, though, as the run goes on.
Kurwenal is a Jacobean fop in the first act and some
hybrid between Benny Hill and a Beckett clown in the
last.
What won’t be resolved so easily are the problems with
the staging, which is confused and illogical, and offers no

(Tristan).

But the glosses that Kramer adds seem gratuitous. Craig
Colclough’s Kurwenal is a Jacobean fop in the first act
and some hybrid between Benny Hill and a Beckett clown
in the last; Mark’s soldiers are got up like extras from
Star Wars in the first act but become paramedics to strap
the lovers to hospital beds after the love duet. Blood in
general and self-harming in particular (which Isolde
initiates barely 20 minutes into the opera) is the
overriding theme; it smears across the set from
Tristan’s Amfortas-like wound during his final great
outburst, which is thrillingly sung by Skelton. He suffers
less than others in the cast from the indignities of
Christina Cunningham’s costumes, which include some
ridiculous wigs and one very silly beard.

Skelton (as Tristan) ‘suffers less than others in the cast
from the indignities of Christina Cunningham’s costumes’.
Photograph: Tristram Kenton for the Guardian

Kramer does have one genuinely interesting idea, which
he keeps to the last moments of the opera. It would be
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unfair to reveal it here – there has to be some reward for
those who stay with this production for what,
dramatically at least, is a very long five and a quarter
hours.
In rep until 9 July. Box office: 020-7845 9300.
***
Comments
Bellodgia
3h ago 01
I was under the impression that all opera singers should look
like super models these days, especially anyone attempting
Isolde, but this doesn't seem to be the case in this production.
Oh for the days when Anja Silja reigned supreme. Her Salome in
Berlin, in 1961, and directed by Wieland Wagner, will forever
remain in my memory. Anish Kapoor's set looks quite
remarkable, however.
hoxtonbelle 12h ago 01
Oh god I must have cloth ears and blindness I was at the same
performance and absolutely loved it and could not take my eyes
off the set or costumes either, it was so fantastic. The singing
was so heart wrenching at the end I was completely in tears. If
anyone reading this review no longer wants to go please give
me your ticket!! I would watch it again in a heart beat. I'm quite
glad I'm not 'in the know' re ENO politics as it as all the gossip
I'm picking up here sounds quite toxic. It certainly wasn't a
'wretched evening' for me.
Trude101 hoxtonbelle 4h ago 12
Do you work for ENO or hardly ever go to the opera or know
nothing about Tristan and Isolde?
rhinestonecowgirl 16h ago 01
Is Madame Morrible from Wicked singing Brangaene?
Trude101 21h ago 23
Another nail in the coffin for this once proud company, now
utterly adrift under Cressida Pollock's woefully incompetent
leadership, and now saddled with an artistic director in Kramer
who on the basis of this shambles hasn't got a clue either. If
they and the board honestly believe that this is the way forward,
then the demise of ENO is well and truly in sight. And that is
heartbreaking.

diviani Trude101 20h ago 01
Have you seen this production?
Trude101 diviani 20h ago 45
Of course I have. I was there last night. If I hadn't seen it how
would I know it was such a shambles? Duh!
Amanda Kendal Trude101 18h ago 01
It's dire, as you say. The direction is just bonkers. The selfharming etc detracts from the idea of this as being a
transcendant love. The dressing buisness through the first act is
absurd.
I thought that the orchestra was good; Skelton was not bad at
all. Cargill and Colcough were good – everyone was having to
fight the ludicrousness of costumes etc. Why on earth was Mark
a aged Japanese emperor?
And Melton is not an Isolde: her voice was tight in the first act,
let alone later.
diviani Trude101 15h ago 01
Ha ha. Well, I asked because so many people here seem to
deride productions they haven't seen, based on a review. Not in
your case though. The production sounds lamentable, so I'll give
it a miss. Obviously the psychobabble, evident in Daniel
Kramer's recent Guardian interview, has found its way onto the
Coliseum stage. And an Isolde who can't really sing the role?!
Trude101 diviani 13h ago 12
My advice would be to give it a miss. Heidi Melton started off
OK-ish, but her voice tightened as the night wore on, and she
resorted to shrieking in the second act. Unfortunately she didn't
recover by the close of act three so her Liebestod was one of the
most unlovely I've heard live. Not a glimmer of transcendence
was to be seen, or heard. It set the seal on a wretched evening.
The ENO has yet another unrevivable mess on its hands. Tragic.
cdonline Trude101 5h ago 12
I think she is too obsessed with opening a daytime coffee and
panini cafe in the ENO front of house to care. Apparently it is
the solution to all ENO's woes.
Trude101 cdonline 2h ago 23
They'll have to sell a lot of skinny lattes to make a difference.
One lump or two?

_________________________________________________
IRANIAN HOLOCAUST CARTOON COMPETITION 2016

First Prize, Iranian Holocaust Cartoon Contest
Today I present you, dear Readers, the results of the Iranian Holocaust Cartoon Contest 20016. There were two,
maybe three components ~ Palestine, the Holocaust, and Benjamin Netanyahu. Naturally there is a lot of overlapping
with these topics. Not reading Farsi makes it a bit difficult for me to figure things out. Below, the winners are posted
first then the rest of the entries in no particular order. There are many Hitler and swastika references, unlike in the
other contests. I found this year's entries to be a tad tame compared to those of previous years, however, I could be
just that much more knowledgeable and jaded.
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Here is a link to the results of the last Iran Holocaust Cartoon Contest. Many of these have become "classics" since
they won. I am sure there were many more entries for this year's contest but these were all that were posted on the
site.
Because this special presentation takes up all space this Saturday morning, on Sunday morning expect a special
cartoon page with the usual stuff...... Meanwhile, please enjoy the results of this international contest, detested by
the Chosen and their buddies everywhere.
http://snippits-and-slappits.blogspot.com.au/2016/06/alternative-saturday-cartoons-june-11.html

Second Prize

Third Prize

Special mention

9

Special Mention
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Bibi Contest First Prize

Second Prize

Third Prize

11

Special Mention

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------HOLOCAUST 'DITTY' and Lyrics - Alison Chabloz – AWESOME!
((( Survivors ))) Alison Chabloz

Published on Jun 8, 2016: Demo of
my new revisionist ditty which, this
time, reveals the outrageous lies of
so-called 'Holocaust' 'survivors'. Alison Chabloz.

My name is Irene Zisblatt and I
come from Hungary
Can you believe what evil Nazi
bastards did to me
I was gassed not once but twice
I mangaed to escape
Over the electric fence
Landed on the train

I saw them taking babies and tearing
them in two
And creepy Dr Mengele he removed
my tattoo
They tried to turn my brown eyes
blue
Make lampshades from my skin
For months I swallowed diamonds
And shat them out again
Tell us another
Come on, my brother
Repeat the cover
For tribal gain
Safe in our tower
Now is the hour
Money and power
We have no shame

Let's lie and cheat on film
No one suspects a thing
Bigger the lie is better for us!
Every fake survivor
Every fake survivor's laughing
Fake survivors' tongues are wagging
All us frauds are busy blagging
Spin and yarn there'll be no gagging
You shall pay
All the way
Every night and day!
***
My name is Elie Wiesel may I show
you my tattoo
I wrote a book for US kids to study
while at school
It's full of nonsense tales of course
What do you all expect
But it made me very wealthy
As a liar I'm the best
At Auschwitz they burned
babies tho the water table's high
Fred Leuchter's work on ditches well
it almost made me cry
Treblinka was a another one
There was no funeral pyre
I cannot speak Hungarian
But oh boy can I lie
History repeats itself
No limit to our wealth
Thanks to your debt we're
Bleeding you dry
We control your media
Control of your books and TV

With the daily lies we feed you
Suffering victimisation
Sheeple have no realisation
You shall pay...
***

My name is Otto Frank and my
daughter's name is Anne
The poor girl died of typhus at
Bergen-Belsen camp
She wrote an introduction
To her famous diary
The rest was penned by Levin then
publishèd by me
Two thousand and sixteen the
copyright came to an end
The Anne Frank trust decided once
again the rules to bend
We truly had no choice although
The whole thing really stank
But the book now has two authors
Anne and Otto Frank.
Bank notes let's print some more
We love to see you poor
Let's start a war
Our pockets to line
There is no more doubting
Every nations debt is mounting
While the bankers keep on counting
Pension fund has now gone awol
Nothing left upon your table
You shall pay..
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=9tmY6iItnP0

____________________________________________________________________________________

Er Ist Wieder Da:

The Joke is on You

M. Jaggers, June 11, 2016 — 2 Comments
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In this humorous film about Hitler’s return to modernday Berlin, Er ist Wieder Da (English title:Look
Who’s Back), Germans are caught on camera saying true
things about Germany that are not what our elites want
to hear. And it happens in the current year. They are
so desperate to speak the truth that they are even willing
to do so to an actor playing Hitler, Oliver Masucci (Italian
and German heritage). This is remarkable, and it speaks
to the desperation of German society. There must be
such an infinite longing when one cannot dare utter the
most commonsensical social observation, without
reasonable fear of prosecution or at least censorship;
and then to proclaim it for a film crew! It is ironic, and
yet also somehow poetic. One cannot whisper the truth,
yet one may broadcast it for millions, so long as they are
willing to be cast as the fool in a masque of Cultural
Marxism; a fool in the Shakespearean sense, which is to
say, one who utters unspeakable truisms to an otherwise
intolerant authority.
At times the viewer may cringe, insofar as these civilians
are being made fun of, but also the viewer may exalt, in
that there is man and frau in Deutschland still capable of
rational thought. Likewise, the character Hitler is
capable of speaking to taboo themes in film that would
not otherwise be permitted in that diversity-whipped
country. As Gavriel Rosenfield notes in his review of
the 2011 bestselling novel on which the film is based, it
risks “glamorizing what it means to condemn”: readers
can “laugh not merely at Hitler, but alsowith him.” One
may call it artistic license, but in any case, it does make
for interesting art.
One of the best examples of this truth-in-satire is a
woman who works in a small restaurant. She responds to
Hitler’s prompt as to whether she has “a say in
democracy”:
No. And honestly, I don’t vote. Out of principle. I still
think the elections are manipulated. Nothing changes. I
come from the former east. And we had to put our X
where it belonged. I think somebody puts the X
somewhere else afterwards. Really…You can’t say
anything either. If you do, they’ll call you xenophobic.
The immigrant kids around here are just awful. They
throw things at the window. If I say anything, the
parents might stab me.

Hitler concludes, “During my absence, democracy had
only left a minimal impact on people.” Keep in mind that
these are real interactions with the German public. Now
honestly, are we to think the woman is making this up in
some diabolical attempt to slander immigrants? What
exactly are we to glean from this anecdote other than to
take it at face value? In this sense, the film backfires in
its transparent quest to further the leftist narrative.
The plot is that Hitler has been inexplicably transported
straight from the Führerbunker circa 1945 to modern
Berlin. The returning Hitler is offered a TV show after

having gone viral on Youtube. He gives an amusing and
impassioned performance to the television executives.
The director admonishes Hitler, “We do agree, the topic
of Jews is not funny.” “You are completely right,” Hitler
responds. Hitler later meets an elderly Jewess with
dementia whom he mistakes for a gentile, and therefore
affords her misplaced cordiality: “I wasn’t harsh enough
with that old Jewish hag.” Also, contemplating the
prospect of Hitler being on primetime, another executive
speculates, “The Jewish Council will be all over us.” Yet
the JQ is hardly considered in all its implications. As is
the standard practice, Hitler is portrayed as having an
animus against Jews as an effect without a cause.
The movie begins with withering mockery and disdain.
This means slapstick humor at the level of slipping on
banana peels. We see Hitler bring in his stinky uniform
to the dry cleaners. We see Hitler being called a retard
by some kids whom he mistakes for Hitler-Jungen, being
zapped by an electric fence, stung by bees, und so
weiter.
Because a bit of time has elapsed since its release—the
film recently became available with English subtitles on
Netflix, we’re able to gauge the reaction from
the Lügenpresse (lying
press).
The Hollywood
Reporter quips that Hitler is back to “make Germany
great again” (written by Euro-cuck Boyd van Hoeij).
Yes, the timing could not be more perfect for those
hoping to make fresh Trump-Hitler comparisons.
Hitler Engages the Modern World

If you can sit through that, you reach the more
interesting aspects of what a Hitlerean perspective of
modern day Germany would be; and that is an
interesting gedankenexperiment, similar to ruminating on
how the Founding Fathers would look on with contempt
at America in 2016. What would George Washington’s
reaction be if he woke up in 2016 America and was
brought up to speed on transgender bathrooms? I would
contend that he would not be indignant and give a wellreasoned argument against transgenderism; rather, he
would be completely bemused and at a loss for words,
which is how the transported Hitler reacts here.
“Turks in Berlin?” he exclaims, exasperated to find so
many Arabic newspapers. The tone is not anger; it is
disbelief at a stark reality with which we are all too
familiar. In fact, Hitler interprets the presence of Turks
as evidence of a resurgence of the Ottoman Empire; but
still, his tone is one of befuddlement rather than rage.
So both Hitler or the Founders encountering their
respective modern day countries is not a pretty thought.
When we consider the revulsion these historical figures
would have towards our current societies (however
hypothetical), we must take this as a repudiation of the
direction we have taken. For in divining the intent of the
founders, or divining the sensibilities of other historical
figures, we need only to imagine their reaction to where
their countries have gone, were they placed in a comedic
situation as premised in Er ist Weider Da.
Hitler’s amazement at the technology of a modern
television is quickly followed by his disgust at what is
actually on television. This leads him to a profound
insight into what is ailing us as a society: we are being
distracted by bread and circuses while we are engulfed in
utter depravity and spiritual (and ethnic) ruination. Hitler
expands upon these thoughts for a studio audience
during his stint as a reality TV star. The audience is
enraptured (just as they were back in the 1930s; he has
not lost it). He comes to the stage to the tune of
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Wagner, and gives one of his signature pauses, the
anticipation growing, and after a “breathless silence”:
The television in my hotel is … a marvel of human
ingenuity. But what is shown on that television? Just
trash.
When times are bad people need light
entertainment. That’s why, in 1944, we broadcast light
comedies. But how bad can times get for the people to be
bombarded with such idiotic nonsense! What kind of
country is this?
Child poverty, old-age poverty,
unemployment, birthrate lower than ever. No wonder!
Who wants to have a child in this country? We are racing
towards the abyss. But we don’t see it. Because on TV
you cannot see the abyss. You see … a cooking show. I
will keep fighting against TV until we only see the abyss,
but until we overcome it! (rapturous applause, Die
Valkyrie music).
The Public Reaction

We don’t know whether the Germans who posed for
selfies with pseudo Hitler giving the Roman salute were
being ironic or earnest, or perhaps some combination of
both. But it is inevitable that we seek some meaning in
the public reaction to Masucci as Hitler, which was much
more positive than negative. According to actor Masucci,
“I didn’t really have to perform—people felt a need to
talk, they wanted to pour their hearts out to a fatherly
Hitler figure who was listening to them.” He claims to
have been horrified by the reaction. Hitler also met
with Alternative für Deutschland and NPD members,
though it’s hard to imagine why they would agree to such
a bad photo-op, given the MO of these right-wing
German parties is to disassociate themselves from
Nazism. To all appearances, the NPD members gave
Hitler a respectful hearing in a spirit of irony.
There are also, however, some Euro-cucks who are
simply too
triggered to countenance
a Hitler
impersonator on the loose. (Keep in mind these are reallife public interactions with the actor playing Hitler.)
Says one such gutmenchwhile Hitler has, in a nod to his
early career aspirations, set up a business drawing
portraits on the street:
And today, in the year 2014, if someone comes to the
central square in Bayreuth, impersonating Hitler, and if
that is tolerated by the general public, then I have to say:
That is bad for Germany. And if it were up to me, I would
have chased you off.

Yes, he actually said, “in the current year.”
The gutmench gets himself so worked up that all he can
manage to utter is “this is bad for Germany” (Das ist
Schlecht fur Deutschland). Even his condemnation is
weak and flabby. He puts himself forward as a potential
vigilante hero, implying that if he were around in the
1930s, things would have gone quite differently. And we
all know how much moral courage is required to oppose
Hitler these days. But if one is so eager to follow the
current zeitgeist unquestioningly, does that not prove in
fact that he would not have opposed National Socialism
in its zenith? We all would love to ascribe to ourselves
such moral heroism, but somehow I really doubt very
many have it.
On the other hand, most of the public seems either
amused or openly grateful for encountering pseudo
Hitler. One soccer enthusiast youth yells, “Deutschland
ich liebe dich” (“Germany, I love you”), before hugging
Hitler affectionately, whereas another youth says, “Fuck
Germany, you’re all Nazis.” Hitler asks the patriotic
soccer fans, “Are you going to take that?” They quickly
accost and assault the anarchist. “That’s what happens
to parasites,” comments Hitler. An Aryan-looking blonde
in a camouflage jacket with a German flag patch looks on
with a look of near ecstasy at the escalating fracas.

Reportedly this is all real and spontaneous, even the
violence.
If so, the filmmakers were willing to go far in order to
make a point — their point being, apparently, that
German patriotism equals Nazism and vice versa. I’m
not sure what else one is supposed to get out of the
movie thematically. As the Daily Mail put it, the film
“cast uncomfortable light on tensions and growing
support for far right-wing extremism in Germany.” While
‘extremism’ is obviously a weasel word, the film does in
fact show that on the street, your average German is
much more amenable to right-wing policies than you
would otherwise be inclined to believe by the
manufactured consensus of the media. And though the
intent is to raise alarms among more “moderate” and
“sensible” citizens, in fact, one may draw the opposite
conclusion, which is that the same elements which made
Germany fertile for Nazism are once again manifest. In
other words, it’s not the “right wing extremists” that
should raise alarms in and of themselves; but rather the
conditions to which those individuals are reacting, i.e., a
media and political class hostile to the interests of the
German people.
Conclusion

From the filmmaker’s perspective, the joke is on the
average Germans who articulate right wing views.
Caught on film, they prove that the Nazi bogeyman is
real. It’s the old Jon Stewart routine of heaping scorn
and derision on those with non-liberal opinions in order
to “make the white gentry feel morally superior,” to
quote John Derbyshire. In this metaphor, the actor
playing Hitler can be seen as a Jon Stewart
correspondent who entraps his interviewees into saying
something shockingly unacceptable in the current year.
Yet the situation on the ground is such that mockery
cannot contain it; the horrible truth bubbles up to the
surface and blows up in the face of the conniving
filmmakers and audience alike. The resentment of
immigrants expressed by these average Germans is so
visceral, and so self-evidently justified, that they defy
this snarky satire altogether. The closing credits feature
footage of various PEGIDA demonstrations and other
skeptics of mass Islamic immigration such as Marine Le
Pen and Geert Wilders, with a kind of Clockwork Orange
symphony happening in the background, as if to say,
“Behold: fascism is happening once again.”
One clip shows the PEGIDA protestors chanting, “Wir
Sind Das Volk.” We’re taken back to Hitler, and he
comments, “I can work with this.” Couldn’t they just as
easily put together a montage of the dastardly acts of
immigrant crime and made the opposite appeal? If the
point of the film is that that the public is infinitely
malleable to propaganda, they were correct, but in the
opposite direction. To ferret out that truth requires more
than the Daily Show style of spurious analysis to which
this film aspires.
So the joke is on the filmmakers themselves because
they fail to realize that the common sense views
expressed by these people, and the scathing analysis
provided by the farcical Hitler, hit much closer to home
than they might have suspected. They did not smear
PEGIDA by associating them with National Socialism;
they merely associated Hitler with a righteous backlash
currently percolating in Germany. This could be a classic
case of unintentionally creating a hero out of a character
meant to be the villain.
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/06/er-istwieder-da-the-joke-is-on-you/
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Remember: The Achilles Heel of Judaism is Talmud!
-------------------------------------------Jewish Vocabulary
June 10, 2016 Axe of Perun 18 Comments

There is something very cunning and sinister behind the
way that Jews use language – they use a certain term in
order to neutralize that very term. It might sound like a
shocking statement at first, but keep that definition in
mind as we proceed with our analysis. Since they
represent a particular parasite upon this planet – and we
can analyze them in hermetic ways – we can also
conclude that this opening statement can be extrapolated
upon every realm of our existence. Therefore, “term” can
be changed into anything – symbol and race for example.
This sudden realization came to me in a random
discussion I had about the Jews – that they have figured
out the best way to destroy something – by using that
something to destroy itself. Even though that basically
follows the nature of a Virus and Parasite – it sure means
a lot to realize that they are doing this with an Intent –
therefore it is Evil – therefore they are Evil. And, I’ll be
damned, it sure is a good thing that we – the sane and
awoken – still recognize the difference between good and
evil.

We mentioned this before – and hopefully by now you
understand it – that without this knowledge of good and
evil, you become a Slave. You are easily forced into
Submission and easily controlled through Suggestion and
Choice. All the degeneracy you see nowadays is the
result of masses of people growing up without this basic
knowledge. But we analyzed this before already –
nevertheless – it is always worth briefly mentioning it.
Which leads us to the most basic examples of their
neutralization process today.

They use the word Diversity in order to destroy
Diversity. We all know this, see this and understand this

– but the masses don’t. You see, in addition to being
brainwashed into a life without knowledge of good and
evil, they are also indoctrinated to live only for the
moment – but in the wrong way. They are mentally
disabled to think ahead, to understand what the future
might hold – to prepare themselves or to anticipate the
result of something. To them, that is to say their minds,
it is impossible to put two and two together and realize
that forced diversity into all white nations won’t lead to
diversity – it leads to the death of not only the white
race, but both races in general. People are becoming so

stupid that it is literally killing them. Their own stupidity
is killing them.
Therefore do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow
will worry about itself. Each day has enough trouble of its
own.
Then Jesus said to His disciples, “Therefore I tell you, do
not worry about your life, what you will eat, or about
your body, what you will wear.

Stuff like this is where the brainwashing began – a long
time ago. Don’t prepare for Winter, Goy! You’ll worry
about Winter when Winter comes. Surely, there will be
enough to eat and wear. Life is complicated as it is – why
would you make it even more complicated by attempting
to make it easier through thinking ahead and taking into
account possibilities? You got a child you say? Why, don’t
worry about him either – just let down all your defenses,
worry about the moment – worry only about today. Don’t
worry about your life – because remember – whoever
loveth his life, shall lose it. Do I sense some kind of
positive relationship which you are developing with your
own life? My, oh my – you will have to go to hell, my
friend.

And one would have nothing against “living in the now”,
if it were differently explained – that when you are doing
something you should be entirely committed to that
something – be in that something, be in that moment.

Do not let your thoughts be occupied by something else,
wander around and allow your mind to get confused and
become out of focus. Stuff like this is basically explained
in Zen – but, since Jesus literally adds in the explanation
of not worrying about the next day, that is to say the
future at all, and what you’ll wear and eat – he takes it
out of proportion and turns it into absolute degeneracy.
Were a Nation to live by his words, it would be doomed
for destruction within one single generation.
The next example we see the Jews using all the time is –
Multiculturalism. Again, we understand that the
application of this word, the way the Jews use it, is going
to destroy it. There won’t be any multiculturalism once
we force the process of it in all White nations. Nature
segregates itself – you can’t plant 20 types of
vegetables on top of each other – most of them will die
and fight for minerals and water with their roots. Nature
and Life don’t work that way. Therefore to have multi-
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culturalism on this planet – you need to separate each
culture – you do the same on your farm, humans do the
same with Nations. And you have to leave room for every
“culture” to get enough of its own minerals and water –
read, way of life. Otherwise, nothing else but Chaos and
survival of the fittest will occur.

If you don’t believe in what we Natural National Socialists
are talking about – go ahead then and put your toilet
seat in the middle of your living room – better yet, put it
in the Kitchen – and have a shit while eating and
cooking. Have a Pedophile in your home sleeping in the
same room as your children – he will surely enrich your
experience at home. Even better, invite a Black Panther
member to babysit your White children. This is what
diversity and multiculturalism are when put into practice
– the Jewish way. Now, watch some magic:
Political – of or relating to the government or the public
affairs of a country. A person’s opinions about the
management of government. Of or relating to the ideas
or strategies of a particular party or group in politics.
Correctness – to set or make true, accurate, or right;
remove the errors or faults from. Refers to eliminating
faults, errors, or defects
Supposed definition of Political Correctness –
Political correctness or political correctitude (adjectivally,
politically correct; both forms commonly abbreviated to
PC) is a term used by some conservatives to describe the
attitude or policy of being careful not to offend or upset
any group of people in society who are believed to have
a disadvantage.
Did we just witness Jewish mathematics? 2+2 =
5? How can something that is based on the functioning of
a government and the need to eliminate faults turn into a
term that doesn’t try to offend anyone? How can you set
something right and make things true – how can you
remove errors or faults from something – if you cannot
offend anything or have to be extremely careful to not
point out that someone or something might actually be
the reason why everything is in the shit?
Can’t you see how Jews used this term to not only
defend themselves, but also all their Shabbos Goy
immigrants that they have brought into our lands? How
can we ever eliminate faults, errors and defects in any of
our Governments if we cannot point to them – because,
and this is important – these faults, errors and defects
are found in organic life forms – Humans! It isn’t the
Sky that is destroying our Nations!
We didn’t experience 300 tornadoes in one week, which
have destroyed all our cities, lands and farms! It is
fucking people who are destroying our Nations! And Jews
are the most responsible people in this case! If you have
to get shit done the right way – you can’t be influenced
by emotions. But, the Jewish invented term of political
correctness is entirely based on exactly that – emotions!
Yet again we can see how they used a Word to destroy
that Word and everything that it is being applied to.
And through all this massive brainwashing and mostly
emotions, they are using the White Race to kill the White
Race.

You must understand this crucial false use of language
and words – you must comprehend what is happening
right now and how they are destroying everything that is
True, Right and Noble in this world. They are not using
counter-terms, but are using the word X to destroy the
word X through its wrong application. If they were saying
– we are going to destroy White culture – you’d have

people obviously resist. But, since they are –bringing in
Multi-culturalism – no one sees it as a threat. Well, we
do and get ridiculed for it, hell even put in jail
depending on which Jew prison you are currently living
in.
As we have discussed before – the Jews use terms to
also protect their Indoctrination – Sexist, Racist, Nazi,
Anti-Christ, Satan – whatever. But, you’ll also notice that
all these terms again are basically used to destroy
something which they do not represent at all. Just like
political correctness – they made up these terms. It is
always the same with these lying motherfuckers. The
world truly can’t experience peace and freedom as long
as they are allowed to operate and influence anything –
anything at all.
By that very same fashion have they managed to steal
an ancient symbol and turn it into their own – the
supposed star of David. Its occult meaning can be
simplified to the unification of the Male and Female
principles – not really becoming One – but, working
together in Unity. They, however – have turned it into a
Transgender symbol of lunacy and idiocy – a symbol of
destruction, because they apply it as a symbol of
Neutralization :
To counteract the activity or effect of, make ineffective,
propaganda that is difficult to neutralize, kill, destroy.

We’ve come to realize how much indoctrination and
brainwashing the Jews are using – not only to affect our
own People, but the entire World. Everything they do,
preach, sell and advocate – has been done through
Love, Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, Freedom of Speech and
their religious version of God. All these terms are also the

foundation of the indoctrination center called Masonry –
they literally replaced their entire Nation and Race – an
entire Race of brothers and sisters – with Lodges and
Kosher ideologies. They managed to twist and destroy
the very definition of Love by applying it the same way
they apply Diversity. And people suck it up, yet I don’t
see anyone ever attempting to give you a definite and
reasonable explanation of the term Love. Because, they
don’t know what it means anymore.
Through New age propaganda they sold to the world the
idea of “loving your Self”, instead of “knowing your Self”.
For Love, there has to be two – it doesn’t work any other
way. You have to have a male and female. You have to
have your own kind. What happens when you brainwash
these people into loving their Self? Have you actually
ever witnessed these lunatics? I have. Big crazy eyes, a
fake wide smile, narcissistic talk and very offended by
anything that goes against their indoctrination.

Since they are told to love their “Self”, they have to
make a difference between “I” and the “am” – the “I am”
is basically the Self – at least hermetic teachings identify
it as such. The “I” is the male principle, the “am” is the
female principle. The unity of these two in its entirety is
“Love”. So, the principles love one another, and the Self is
the result of it. How can “you” now love your “self”, once
you become it? You can’t. An enlightened person is free
from this illusion and is now able to love something or
someone else. A White aware person who got to know
his Self is now ready to love his Race. If he is
indoctrinated by the New Age crap to love his “Self”, he
will never be able to love his Race. Picture it this way –
the moment you attempt to love your self –you have to
split in two, you create an Ego projection of what you
think you are.
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fine and natural in every possible aspect. They want you
to think that there is no difference between Good and
Evil in change – therefore everything associated with it is
alright. Well, well – give them this simple example –
Tumor is a change that happens within your body – and
if Change is natural and good, why would you wish to
prevent it or now that you have it, fight it and heal
it? You should embrace this change! Just as you
should embrace Diversity and White genocide and Change
into Brown Hybrids, Goyim!

And this projection, which you attempt to identify as your
Self, becomes literally your Child. You want everyone to
Love your child and go wild and mad if someone says
something bad about it – this is why these brainwashed
people are highly toxic, even though they pretend to be
all-loving and all the other bullshit associated with it. The
only way to entirely protect this illusion of the Self is to
create a world in which everyone accepts anything – a
world of absolute chaos – which pretends to love every
possible “choice” of the Child. Basically, you create an
alter ego which is allowed to do one mistake after the
other and will never grow up, as the only thing it is
supposed to experience is the “good” – but, it won’t ever
know what the True good is because it is evading the
Knowledge of Good and Evil.
You have this same example with parents, mostly
mothers, who overly “protect” their child and never let it
grow up. This is what happens to these people who “love
their Self”. In addition to that – since they don’t know
their Self – their ego projection of it can be influenced by
suggestions and choice, resulting in the modern
transgender fluid idiocy.
Not so long ago I had a discussion with one such
specimen who was trying to really love her Self. We
talked about feminism, degeneracy, faggotry, faggots
adopting children, Jews and the NWO – and, as she lost
ground in our debate – her only final response to me was
– you don’t love yourself enough. You should love
yourself more, then all these problems will look like
nothing! It’s like someone attempting to hypnotize you
and drink poison. They want to change your mind –
which leads us to the final term we’ll analyze here –
change :
Make or become different. Make or become a
different substance entirely; transform. Alter in
terms of. Take or use another instead of. Give up
(something) in exchange for something else.
Remove (something dirty or faulty) and replace it
with another of the same kind. The act or instance
of making or becoming different. A place where
merchants met to do business.
Suddenly the word doesn’t sound so wonderful as when
it was promoted not so long ago – change we can believe
in – my motherfucking ass, alright. With all the stuff we
have learned and analyzed so far, you’ll probably be
disgusted by this propaganda and the very terms used in
it. We already know that “belief” is the basis of
indoctrination – now, we also understand the implications
of change and the way Jews apply words. We can
simplify it into – change we can indoctrinate. Replace
change with transformation and add context to it and
voila – transformation of White America into non-White
America we can indoctrinate.

The new age mantra also wishes you to believe that
literally everything changes and that change is perfectly

Change without knowledge leads to Chaos again – the
state of Mind which suits these brainwashed people. The
state of mind which suits the Jews who wish to rule over
them. But, all these Zombies are worthless, hopeless and
helpless without a system that is continuously taking
care of them. How long would any transgender, faggot,

feminist – hell, even Jewish – community last without our
help? A few days? They have no future. All these

unnatural phenomena would actually take care of
themselves – and that is exactly what we got to do –
expel them, separate from them and let them see how
long they’ll last.
Cycles happen within our Universe. That is true. But, if
elements within those cycles were to change – we’d
cease to exist. If water on Earth were to turn tomorrow
into something else, even worse – poison – we’d all die.
If the Oxygen would change, even only its percentage,
we’d die. If the White race changes through forced racemixing, it’ll die and be gone forever. There is no turning
back from race-mixing; it destroys the race within few
generations. We have analyzed that already before as
well. Jewish agenda’s wish to make you believe that our
resistance of our Genocide is “fear” – that we are stuck
in some kind of “fear and survival” mode – and there was
a certain character who associated these elements with
the “lizard people” – David Icke. A lot of his followers
even think Whites are the Lizards.

They brainwash their occult followers through Alchemy,
making them believe that it’s all just a grand game of
chemistry that is being performed. Yet, they seem to
forget that certain combinations cause explosions,
destruction, withering away – some combinations
become abominations – some cause sicknesses. That
which is Good within a Good system, requires no change.

But, the only Lizards are the Jews and their blind
followers – they are afraid of the entire world and
therefore need to conquer it entirely. They are afraid of
different people and therefore need to assimilate all after
their liking and idea. The White race itself is the
definition of Diversity upon its planet – all Races together
are the definition of Humanoid life forms on this planet –
and the Jews are hellbent on destroying everything. It is
not too late to change the outcome of this game.

http://www.renegadetribune.com/jewish-vocabulary/
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Finding 3 Auschwitz inmates miraculously saved from death
By Hillel KuttlerJune 8, 2016 5:09pm

Morchechai Eldar said newly found fellow survivors of an
Auschwitz selection in 1944 are “like my family.” (Hillel
Kuttler)
SEEKING KIN
The “Seeking Kin” column aims to help reunite long-lost
friends and relatives.
(JTA) – For over six decades, Chaim Schwimmer has thrown a
kiddush every Simchat Torah, but it’s not only to celebrate the
joyful holiday.
The food and the schnapps also mark the anniversary of
Schwimmer’s miraculous rescue in 1944 from certain death at
Auschwitz. In October that year, the 14-year-old was pulled
from a crowd just a few steps from being murdered in the
concentration camp’s gas chamber.
Schwimmer was one of the approximately 50 young men
selected for labor after having been forcibly disrobed and
preparing to be marched to the faux showers with hundreds of
others to their death.
The “Auschwitz 50” was the subject of a 2011 “Seeking Kin”
column about Mordechai Eldar, an Israeli hoping to locate others
like himself who were so dramatically saved that day and may
have survived the war and perhaps even remain alive today.
Alas that column proved fruitless. But a guest “Seeking Kin”
article elsewhere that mentioned Eldar’s rescue and search for
others resulted in two recent emails within a week.
Isaac Schwimmer, a 39-year-old resident of the Brooklyn, New
York, neighborhood of Borough Park, mentioned his paternal
grandfather, Chaim, who lives a few blocks away and was one of
the 50 saved. And Harry Ullman wrote from London to tell of a
friend nearby, Hershel Herskovic, also among the 50.
My telephone conversation with Isaac Schwimmer then
uncovered yet another living person who had survived the
selection: Volvish Greenwald, the grandfather of the brother-inlaw of Schwimmer’s wife.
When the initial “Seeking Kin” column appeared in 2011, Eldar,
of Herzliya, had already established contact with fellow Israelis
David Leitner and Nachum Hoch, and had met Mordechai Linder
shortly before Linder died in 2011. And in his email, Ullman
mentioned a Manchester, England, resident he had known,
Rabbi Yaakov Yosef Weiss, another Auschwitz 50 survivor, who
had died in 2013.
That makes eight of the 50 who have been identified: six living
and two now deceased.
Each of the three newly found people recently interviewed –
Chaim Schwimmer, Herskovic and Greenwald – evinced surprise
that Eldar, whom none knew, was searching for them. Each man
related personal details of being saved from the Simchat Torah
gassing.

Chaim Schwimmer (Courtesy of Isaac Schwimmer)

Chaim Schwimmer, 85, recalled what happened after
reaching the gas chamber’s building on that rainy
afternoon.
“They told us to undress. We were expecting right away that
they’d take us to the gas chamber. But we stood – and waited
and waited and waited,” he said.
Three German soldiers entered the room. One ordered a young
prisoner to sprint to the end of the room – apparently,
Schwimmer thought, to test his fitness. Schwimmer boasted of
his own ability to work. A soldier berated him, but ordered him
to leave the building with the others selected.
Herskovic, now 88, was unusually calm that day, not dreading
what likely awaited. He mumbled a passage from the Talmud on
keeping the faith even when a sword was pressed against one’s
neck.
“I felt that I wouldn’t die, for some reason,” Herskovic said.
After he had undressed, three soldiers appeared. One ordered
the boys to line up, three per row.
“When he said that, I knew we’d be saved now. I stood in the
second row, and I was immediately picked and sent to the right
side, where we were to go back to the camp and remain alive,”
Herskovic said.
Greenwald, 87, remembered of his exchange with one officer:
“He asked me how old I am and if I was healthy.”
Each man termed what happened a “miracle.”
But Gideon Greif, an Israeli expert on Auschwitz, explained it as
a routine labor call.
The Nazis “needed workers, and there was nothing miraculous
or extraordinary about this,” said Greif, chief historian at
the Shem Olam Institute for Education, Documentation and
Research on Faith and the Holocaust. “Life and death were
determined by many criteria, including the need for workers. …
Here were people concentrated in one place. Sometimes it was
in the fields, sometimes in the barracks and sometimes in the
gas chambers.”
Greif had heard about the episode of the 50 men saved and said
he’s come across six similar cases – “but there could have been
70 [cases]; I have no idea.”
Schwimmer went on to establish a paper products company. He
has five sons, 53 grandchildren and approximately 200 greatgrandchildren, said Isaac Schwimmer, a property manager who
studies Torah with his grandfather every morning.

Hershel Herskovic in 1950 (Courtesy of Dovi Herskovic)
Herskovic was blinded by a combination of a Nazi beating
just days before liberation in 1945 and typhus. He
became a lawyer and has four children, 22 grandchildren
and seven great-grandchildren. Schwimmer is his cousin;
the two grew up in Muncacz, Hungary.
Greenwald, a native of Hajdunanas, Hungary, worked for 55
years as an administrator at Yeshiva Chasam Sofer in Borough
Park. He has 12 children; he did not provide the number of
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
While Greenwald lives four blocks from Chaim Schwimmer, he
hasn’t attended the Simchat Torah spreads at a Satmar shul on
52nd Street. Schwimmer has thrown the annual kiddush there
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for 38 years, and before that for 29 years in Montreal, where he
first settled after the Holocaust.
It’s what’s known as a “seudat hodaya” – a gratitude meal. No
announcement is made to proclaim the backstory, but Isaac
Schwimmer says that congregants know. They invariably bring
children to his grandfather and ask that he relate what
happened in 1944.
“I’m thankful to God that I’m alive,” Chaim Schwimmer says.
Some of his progeny attend the kiddush, while his metaphorical
kin extend far beyond the room.
Said Eldar, 86, of the fraternity: “It’s like my family in the
widest possible meaning. We walked out alive.”
RELATED:
Seeking Kin: When an Auschwitz selection was good
news
(Please email Hillel Kuttler at seekingkin@jta.org if you know
of others from among the “Auschwitz 50.” If you would like
“Seeking Kin” to write about your search for long-lost relatives
and friends, please include the principal facts and your contact
information in a brief email. “Seeking Kin” is sponsored by Bryna
Shuchat and Joshua Landes and family in loving memory of their
mother and grandmother, Miriam Shuchat, a lifelong uniter of
the Jewish people.)

SPONSORED: "Why Be Jewish?" Edgar Bronfman's clarion call to
a generation of secular, disaffected and unaffiliated Jews.
Hillel Kuttler in 2011 launched "Seeking Kin," his now-thricemonthly column on people searching for long-lost relatives and
friends.
http://jta.org/2016/06/08/life-religion/finding-3auschwitz-inmates-miraculously-saved-from-death
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ADL puts Jew-targeting (((Echo))) alongside swastika on hate list

Calling its use against Jewish jounalists ‘equivalent of tagging a building with anti-Semitic graffiti,’ group
adds online emblem to database of hate symbols
By Eric Cortellessa June 7, 2016, 9:20 am 1
Related Topics
*ADL Anti-Defamation League
*Jonathan Greenblatt
*Echo symbol
WASHINGTON — The Anti-Defamation league announced
Monday it would add a symbol that is pervasively used to target
Jews on social media to its online database of hate symbols.
In recent weeks, the (((Echo))) symbol has been increasingly
employed by white supremacists and neo-Nazis online to
identify Jews, placing the target’s name in between parentheses.
The symbol will now be included in the ADL’s Hate on Display
list, which accumulates symbols that carry vitriolic connotations,
such as the swastika.
“The echo symbol is the online equivalent of tagging a building
with anti-Semitic graffiti or taunting someone verbally,” ADL
chief Jonathan Greenblatt said in a statement.
A series of Jewish journalists are of late on the receiving end of
this harassment, including GQ and Politico contributor Julia
Ioffe, New York Times editor Jonathan Weisman, The Atlantic
national correspondent Jeffrey Goldberg, The New York Post
contributor Bethany Mandel and Tablet magazine senior writer
Yair Rosenberg.
In response to this trend, a number of Twitter users — Jews and
otherwise — began to put the parentheses around their own
Twitter username as an expression of solidarity, and as a way to
appropriate the symbol from trolls.
)))CircusMaximus((( @CircusMaximus14
Don't
trigger
Mr
Trump
(((Rosenberg)))
It might cause him to fire up the ovens#OvenWorthy
https://twitter.com/jonrosenberg/status/698740454158966784
…
5:56 PM - 14 Feb 2016
(((Yair Rosenberg))) @Yair_Rosenberg
Want to raise awareness about anti-Semitism, show solidarity
with harassed Jews & mess with the Twitter Nazis? Put ((( )))
around your name.
2:09 PM - 3 Jun 2016
Jeffrey Goldberg
✔ @JeffreyGoldberg
Thanks to everyone participating in this act of (((cultural
appropriation))). Since the culture in question is Nazi, it's
permissible.

11:41 PM - 3 Jun 2016
Many of the perpetrators of this online abuse are self-identified
supporters of Donald Trump’s presidential bid. Despite being
urged by the ADL to denounce this anti-Semitic invective
directed toward journalists and others on social media, the
presumptive Republican nominee has declined to explicitly do
so.
Last week, the ADL announced it was forming a task force to
analyze the growing trend of anti-Semitic and racist harassment
toward Jewish journalists and propose an effective response by
the end of the summer.
“Journalists are used to being criticized, but this election cycle
we repeatedly have seen criticism quickly cross the line into ugly
anti-Semitic and other hateful attacks including death threats,”
Greenblatt said.
Two of the victims of the recent abuse — Ioffe and Mandel —
were included in the task force.
http://www.timesofisrael.com/adl-puts-jew-targetingecho-alongside-swastika-on-hate-list/
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Google removes Chrome add-on that detects
Jewish names
After the publication of a report on Mic.com, a
Google spokesperson says that 'Coincidence
Detector' add-on violates company policy regarding
incitement; a subsequent protest broke out on
Twitter.
Ynet- Published: 06.05.16, 13:18 / Israel Jewish Scene

Google removed an add-on called "Coincidence Detector"
from its Chrome browser, which identifies Jews' names
and places parentheses around them. For example, when
the individuals who downloaded the add-on searched for
the name Levy, they received the following result,
(((Levy))).
Cooper Fleishman, who first exposed the "Coincidence
Detector", wrote that his last name appears as
(((Fleishman))), when using the add-on. According to an
investigation, it is possible that the tool is connected to a
right-wing extremist group in the United States.
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Screenshot of Google Chrome "Coincidence Detector"
add-on (Photo: Mic.com)

Google removed the "Coincidence Detector" from its
Chrome store on Thursday at 9:30 PM. A Google
spokesperson told CNN Money that the tool violates
company policy regarding incitement, which does not
allow "content advocating against groups of people based
on their race or ethnic origin, religion, disability, gender,
age, veteran status, or sexual orientation/gender
identity."
According to Google's data, 2,473 people downloaded the
"Coincidence Detector" and rated it with five stars.
Various media outlets also reported that the add-on had
the capability to identify 8,700 Jewish last names.
It was not long until a protest broke out on Twitter.
Brian Teeman, one of the founders of Joomla, a free and
open-source content management system, called on all
his members to change their names on social media to
following form: (((Brian Teeman))). "Join me and change
your username to add parentheses to defeat the neoNazi hate," he wrote.
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L4812019,00
.html
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New anti-Semitism definition replaces abandoned
EU version
Jew-hatred now includes targeting the State of
Israel ‘as a Jewish collective,’ Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance says
By JTA June 9, 2016, 10:00 pm 1

An anti-Semitic and anti-Israel cartoon shared by an
Austrian pro-Palestinian group on Facebook
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delegitimization
The new international definition of anti-Semitism that mentions
Israel hatred was adopted in part to replace a similar one
scrapped by the European Union, an initiator of the new text
said.

Robert Williams, a delegate of the United States at the
International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance, or IHRA,
told JTA on Tuesday that his intergovernmental agency of
31 Western nations adopted its new definition of antiSemitism last month partly as a response to the 2013
removal from the website of the EU’s anti-racism agency
of a definition that also mentioned demonizing Israel as
an example of anti-Semitism.
“After that happened, we decided at IHRA to have
discussions about adopting a definition, and the result
was the adoption of a text very similar to the definition
abandoned by the European Union,” Williams said.
Manifestations of anti-Semitism, the new definition reads,
“might include the targeting of the State of Israel, conceived as
a Jewish collective,” though “criticism of Israel similar to that
leveled against any other country cannot be regarded as antiSemitic.”
Like the abandoned EU definition, the IHRA text also lists
comparisons between Israel and Nazi Germany as anti-Semitic.
The EU definition was dropped following lobbying by proPalestinian activists and pulled it offline from the website of its
anti-racism agency. In response to a query about the removal,
an EU spokesperson told JTA in 2013 that the definition was
never official. Israel protested its removal.
According to the spokesperson, the EU neither has nor needs a
definition of anti-Semitism to fight the phenomenon.
Williams and Mark Weitzman, chair of the IHRA Committee on
Anti-Semitism and Holocaust Denial, promoted the adoption of
the new definition with diplomats from Romania, the current
IHRA chair, the United States and Israel, Williams said. He said
the adoption of an IHRA definition also was a response to an
increase in anti-Semitic incidents in Europe and beyond.
In addition to demonizing Israel, the IHRA definition also
mentions classic forms of Jew hatred, such as collective
stigmatization and calling for harm.
http://www.timesofisrael.com/new-anti-semitismdefinition-replaces-abandoned-eu-version/
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Italian parliament adopts 'historic' law combatting
Holocaust denial - Europe
DPA Jun 09, 2016 1:42 PM

Anyone spreading Holocaust denial propaganda in Italy could
face prison sentences ranging from two to six years, according
to a bill adopted in parliament.
The bill, modifying an existing law that already punished
propaganda and incitement to violence on racist, ethnic or
religious grounds, also targets those who negate genocide or
crimes against humanity, as defined by the International Court
of Justice.
It was approved late Wednesday by the Chamber of Deputies,
the lower assembly, with 237 votes in favour, 5 against and 102
abstentions.
The president of the Union of Italian Jewish Communities, Renzo
Gattegna, issued a statement hailing the vote as "historic."
He said the law would be "a fundamental new tool in the fight
against professional liars, while safeguarding at the same time
inalienable principles such as freedom of opinion and research."
In its final version, the bill punishes ideas "based entirely or
partly" on negationist ideology only when "there is a real danger
of their dissemination."
In the run up to its approval, some commentators had criticized
the law as limiting freedom of expression.
In an editorial last month, Corriere della Sera columnist Pierluigi
Battista wrote that it would be better to counter negationist
views with public arguments, rather than through "liberticidal"
laws that extend censorship.
"Censorship is an insatiable monster: it constantly extends its
boundaries, covering an ever greater number of opinions that
are labelled as crimes, which instead may be disgusting, but not
criminal," Battista wrote.
http://www.haaretz.com/world-news/europe/1.724087
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